
Minutes – Flat, June 9, 2010 present: Ben, Finn, Zinta, Myrill, Krzysztof, Mike & 
maybe others too…

Finn - $$ surplus goes into student life fund, not into inaccessible "SSMU land"
- we should still be aware of what we're spending, esp. frivolous stuff
- unsure of how much will actually go into that fund

Zinta - update on alleged 'rapist', Dan Carter; apparently is in town now
- apparently word has spread about him, poster campaign in St henri

Myrill - Wednesday workshops will be moved to Friday starting in June
- Dan suggests signup in shop for ppl to sign up for workshops
- dinner provided ($10)

DP stuff - difficult role to manage…
- hard to keep tools from leaving the shop, and hard to be consistent from 

one DP to the next
- should we reserve some stands for major projects & others for minor 

repairs to ensure quicker turnover of stands? This is logistically 
and practically difficult

- increasing volunteers is a possible option so that there are enough 
mechanics to go around and one person can concentrate just on 

being door person…?
- discussion results in identifying challenges of DP with no clear 

resolutions…

Recycling - is cool
- Granutech will take our rim tape

Taskerade - this Friday! Wahoo!

Books - Zinta got 'The Bicycle Wheel' delivered

ITYC - 15th & 18th suggested by them, 1:30 to 3:30
- should we charge for parts? Maybe not for cable, housing, and used 

parts, but anything major that is new will be charged

Gear Cable - none left!
- order submitted in early May, but not received
- Krzysztof will go to Babac tomorrow and get some

Newsletter - Krzysztof suggests sending out dept of urban planning survey to listserv

- S&M is cool, and so is making messenger bags out of leather (these two ideas are 
somehow connected…)



- Wrenches missing…problem!! Krzysztof will p/u, and ¼ inch bearings

- Farid's idea for bike column is cool…and funny…and also a bit dirty…

- Myrill suggests that ppl who want to advertise (like Pedal for Cancer dude who sent us 
an email) joining facebook group & posting whatever they want on our wall
- Do we have facebook stalkers? Facebook gets creepier by the day…
- Myrill is stalking Mike Prebil on facebook…she may or may not stop doing that…

- Krzysztof went to RTM to talk to Dave about wheels for sale
- they undercut MSRP a bit
- should we carry new wheels? Yes…
- maybe we should have wheel building packages
- they also sell patch kits & helmets
- Babac now has fashionable helmets for cheap…
- we should figure out storage space before we decide to order them
- RTM said we could collaborate with the to order from KMI, another distributor that has 
some cool tools (ie: spoke cutting & threading tool)

- Krzysztof uses the KMI catalogue as bathroom reading material


